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TRUSTEES APPROVE $100,000 RESIDENCE HALL FUND

GRANTS BY CENTRAL BOARD WITH COLLEGE AID PERMITS PURCHASE

Programs Will Become Weekly Feature; Tentative Schedule Planned by Board; Students Invited to Participate

MELTON REVIEW'S HOMECOMING COURT

By Bill Melton

"And do you know what she will say? ‘Yes!’ It is that awfully

famous line! 'No!' And then a sheet is to be used in the play 'The Cat and The Canary.' Such is the situation that might be created around CPB halls as the date of the annual homecoming draws near.

Anna Miller, now in her third year in the college drama department, will appear, as always Annabel West. Annabel is one of the productions as "The Fact," "Why think of Things?" the annual Christmas Play, and "Run Away," the current, and every moment she is divergence from her portrayals.

Dick McKnight—this young star has a whole shelf of his own. He has taken major parts in all the works of the Campus Playcrafters and "Trees and Men," as a leading part, he has taken major parts is to indicate his ability among these: "Petified Forest," "Right of January Seventh," "The Perfect Alibi," "Why the China Bunge," and "Bury the Dead." In this homecoming play he plays the romantic lead—Paul Jones.

Another senior who has left a lasting impression with college and Playcrafters is Dick Bliss. Beside playing the part of Cliffe with "The Cat and the Canary," Dick has a key part in the department's play. "The Best of the West," "Versailles," "Out of the Pool," and "The Fool and the Public." The 'hacks' are certainly not lacking that bright spark which has lighted her career at College Bugs Equipment; Broadcast Today.

Who's Where Coming Soon

With funds donated by the anonymous donor, 798 copies of Who's Where will be published, as was announced by the Central Board at a meeting held Monday, October 12.

The board appropriated $45.00 for the second number containing the names, addresses, telephone numbers of students, and homes and fraternity houses; the officers of the student organization; the instructors of the various college classes; the names of the interested in the student's work; the classes of the Dead— and the place of the Annual Pumpkin Tournament.

Puget Sound Calendar

Now Turn to KMO, 611-12 W. Fourth, in the Central Board's encyclical for an edition.

Fridays... 3:00 p.m. Thursday... 5:00 p.m.

The university calendar picture, 'Trees and Moon', will be shown Monday and Thursday, 4th and 5th periods,.assertTrue of Woodcrafters and fraternity houses; the officers of the student organization; the instructors of the various college classes; the names of the interested in the student's work; the classes of the Dead— and the place of the Annual Pumpkin Tournament.

WEDNESDAY... First performance. October 16, homecoming play, 6:15 in Jesse Hall.

Hannawalt Elected To Editorship Manager Post

Frank Hannawalt was elected editor of the 'Hannawalt' and manager of the Central Board at a meeting held Monday, October 12.

The debate schedule announced the Inaugural intramural tournament on campus and the debate practice tournament, to which will be invited Pacific Coast clubs and Seattle at Seattle; Mt. Rainier College at Mt. Rainier; Eastern University at the University; Seattle; S. S. B. at Pacific College at Abilene; and Lower Columbia at Lower Columbia College.

The tournament will consist of debate, discussion, scholastics, and oratory.

Kelly Halts Passes as chairman of College now Bill Moore, Jack Eilfer, Everett Watts and Bob Richholder. The annual homecoming board meeting: continued, while Glenn Ross books book. Yes, girls, the boys are plenty smooth.

BIOLOGISTS PUBLISHERS

Research Findings of Sloter, Calif., Circulated

Slotzer, of the Repertory Players, came to the University with four new finds of the Repertory Players, who will be temporarily installed here. This broadcast is the first of a series of broadcasts which will be permanently installed here.

The Repertory Players is the version of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" which will be performed on April 13.

VADBURD, talented sophomore photographer, will appear in "The Cat and the Canary," most Friday night at Jesse Hall at the annual homecoming concert. Mr. Buse received her theoretical training on Associated School of the Fensinger, Pennsylvania.

Fritz Siegel, visitor, studied at the University of Munich, under the Repertory Players in Hamlet will be presented on the stage of the university, according to the annual fall convention. There are three features included on the ticket, which is now on sale for one dollar. Only 400 seats are available; no one interested should purchase his ticket soon as possible.

Fritz Siegel, former contributor with the College City Orchestra, and for the past two years member of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, will return on the board of the orchestra.

The Repertory Players in their version of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" will be presented on April 13.
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**The Test Tube**

By E. A. R.

**PHYSICS**

Dr. Seward was explaining the materials he would use in his lecture. Outside in the hall an intelligent audience was gathering around to listen to Dr. Seward's explanation. The audience was composed of both high school and college students.

**CHEMISTRY**

Dr. Huffman and Dr. Pickard had arranged to meet the students of the Puget Sound branch of the American Chemical Society. It was held by Hallig Hall at the University of Washington. The program was directed by Chairman Earl Thompson, who had arranged to have several distinguished chemists present.
Brad Bannon Playing

Brad Bannon Playing in place of the regular pianist will be the annual semi-formal dance for the Zeta-Delta Kappa Phi. The dance will be held tomorrow evening in the Crystal Ballroom scene of Zeta-Delta Kappa Semi-Formal. Brad Bannon and his organ will be the “life of the party.”

Sacred themes of blue and green will dominate the decorations on the grand staircase leading to the ballroom. Robert Myers and the Stur-Flair are co-chairmen for the dance and are assisted by Charles Frank, Ora Samson and Marion Bodell.

Guests for the evening will be the entire student body. Paul Johnston, Jack Kelly, Jack Gourley, Con-McMall, Lillian Mattson, Jill Shube, Lillian Lord, Dorie Dur, Betty Young, Pepper Bob, Dick Agnew, Ota Johnson, Betty Mat-son, Grace, Mary Lea, Patsy Magness, Robert projectors, Pattiads, Helen, Virginia Pettey, Madge Mellon,1ama, Margaret Elime, Candace, Helen, Louise Norden, Virginia Smith, Betty Lawrence, Lala Berhend, Edna Kressel, Melva Slavin and Kay Wood.

LADIES FOLLOW

PLAY INCIDENT

“Don’t know you—where’s comin’ from,” said one of the hotel guests.

“Don’t know where,” replied the other. “I’m on my way to New York City to see some of my friends.

They seem to be enjoying themselves. They said they were coming in style early this afternoon.

GUESTS

Erna Brenner, Martha McNeill, Jane Sutherland entertained with the music of the Zetes. We wonder if they are coming in style early this afternoon.

The evening a complete success.

The grand sponsor of Kappa Phi, met Thursday on our campus. Mrs. Dempsey’s daughter, Mrs. W. R. Perry was given his choice from Sigma Theta; Miss Virginia Judd, Dorothy Crouch, Margaret Esch, Lois Paulsen, Elmer Adair, Betty Alberdin, and head of the Theta pledge class.

More than 80 skaters cut figures on the ice at the Lakefront Arena.

November. Fifteen high schools are under way to make this one of the best skating parties in the country.

The library has just received more than 200,000 volumes of general interest literature from the library of the late Dr. Charles W. Sparrow.

Carrying out the first week of the year, the Zeta Sigma Theta semi-formal dance for the fall semester.

Dempsey Books Go to Library

THE MODERN BEAUTY ACADEMY

“Double Thick Milkshake

An unusual event took place in the library of the late Dr. Charles W. Sparrow.

Mrs. D. H. Leibrad, national grand sponsor of Kappa Phi, met with the local chapter last week, it was announced.

Dempsey Books Go to Library.

More than 80 skaters cut figures on the ice at the Lakefront Arena.

Virginia, who is really good and made a“snoody” these days. They are knitting with a heavy, wide rib. People are getting pretty excited these days. They are being worn by Peggy Simpson, Mary Lawrence, Loretta Albertson, and Heddy Nelson.

They are under way to make this one of the best skating parties in the country.

Kappa Phi head Meets CSP Spanish Club

Debritt, Walder, Patsy Melton, Marly Beall, Dorothy Crouch, Margaret Esch, Lois Paulsen, Elmer Adair, Betty Alberdin, and head of the Theta pledge class.
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I don't have the full context of the document, but it appears to be a sports section from a newspaper, possibly discussing college sports. The text includes mentions of basketball, football, and other activities. It seems to be providing updates on games, practices, and other events related to these sports. The text is in English.